
Noun

There are four classes of noun: (1) male beings; (2) female beings; (3) other
animates (animals, etc.) and some objects; (4) everything not included in (1-

3).e.g.

Class 1: hir 'man', hiles 'hoy\ phut 'demon'

Class 2: gus 'woman', dasin 'daughter'

Class 3: huk 'dog', hayur 'horse'

Class 4: cil 'water', mamu 'milk', yenis 'gold'

There are no typical class endings, though -s, -c, and -r) are often found in

class 4 nouns.

The indefinite marker -an is suffixed to nouns, usually in combination
with the prepositive marker hin for classes 1 and 2, han for classes 3 and 4:

e.g. {hin) gusan 'a woman, some woman'. The indefinite marker takes case

endings (see below): e.g. hin dzat gusammo ha 'an old woman's house', -ik is a

plural indefinite marker: e.g. hirik 'some men'.

NUMBER

There are two numbers. Plural markers are extremely heterogeneous -

several dozen suffixes, with assimilation at junctures. Two common suffixes

are -o and -anc: e.g. balas 'bird', pi. balaso; huyelterc 'shepherd', pi.

huyelterco; bas 'bridge', pi. basanc; hayur 'horse', pi. hayuriso.

CASE SYSTEM

Simple opposition between nominative and oblique/ergative, e.g. for hiles

'boy': sing. nom. hiles, erg./obl. hilese. pi. nom. hileso, erg./obl. hilesue. In

class 2 nouns, a distinction is made between ergative and general oblique

case; e.g. for gus 'woman': erg. guse; general obi. gusmo.

Most syntactic relationships are expressed with the help of postpositions:

e.g. gus.muxum 'from the woman'; den.iT}.ulo 'in the years'.

POSSESSION

The proclitic personal markers are mainly used where inalienable or organic

possession is concerned. They are:

1st person 2nd person 3rd person

Class 1 2



Adjective

Hardly distinguished from noun. As attribute, adjective usually precedes
noun. Plural affixes attached to adjectives may be marked for class. Thus,
cumiso 'heavy (pi.)' with reference to classes 1-3; cumiri 'heavy (pi.)' to class 4.

COMPARISON

A comparative is made with the postposition cum 'from' + positive degree:
e.g. Ja hayur me hayurcum sua bi 'My horse is better than his horse.'

Pronoun

The independent personal forms are:

Singular Oblique!ergative Plural Oblique/ergative

1 je ja mi mi(m)

2 un/ui) ur)(e) ma ma(m)

The third person forms are supplied from the demonstrative series, which
vary for class of referent. There are two series, proximate and distal:

Class I, 2



Verb

Finite forms are (a) primary (future, past tenses, imperative mood), or (b)

secondary (all other tenses and moods): these secondary forms were
originally compound - verb stem + b- auxiliary

As in Iranian, all verbs, except the b- auxiliary, have two bases: past and
present. The present base is made from the past by the addition of-(Y)c/j/s,

depending on past base final: e.g. suyas 'to bring', past base su-; present base
sue-. The personal and class markers are prefixed or suffixed to, or infixed

in, the verbal base. The verbal complex is negated by a negating prefix a-

(with variants).

Prefixed markers are essentially the possessive markers (see above). They
are in concord with the object of transitive verbs (the ergative construction),

and with the subject of intransitive verbs (where they are, in fact,

redundant).

Suffixed markers show person, number, and, in the third person, class of
subject. They are vocalic in the singular, V + « in plural: e.g. the first person
singular marker is -a, the plural -an; class 2 third person singular -u/o, plural

-an: guyecam 1 saw you' (-m is past-tense marker); muyecum,an 'they saw
her'.

TENSE

The indicative mood has six tenses, three formed from each of the two bases.

For example, from ni(y)as 'to go': present root nic-; past root ni.



IMPERATIVE

The endings are sing, -ni, pi. nin{a).

Certain verbs have class infixes, i.e. specific vocalic patterns.

NEGATION

Prefix a- (rarely o-, 6-): e.g. dica ba 1 brought him'; atica ba 'I didn't bring

him'.

NON-FINITE FORMS

infinitive: past base + -as/as

first gerund: past base + -Ym
second gerund: past base + -Vi

Example: Sapik dicum giisirjanc osaljaii 'He sees women bringing bread'

Qapik 'bread').

Word order

Normally SOV.
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